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Amidst today’s ever-expanding waistlines there is a clear need to investigate technology’s potential to support behavior change and stimulate increased physical activity. Physical activity has also been shown to increase the independence and well-being of older adults, yet an important segment of this community is often excluded from the necessary in-context research due to the barriers they face to technology acceptance. Currently, there is limited knowledge on how to overcome these barriers to participation. We created a specific Product Service System that supports older adults to engage with the proposed technological interventions to enable important in-context behavior change research. Our approach converges knowledge from the domains of living laboratories, co-design, and existing experience of design research with older adults. From our experiences with this Product Service System, we provide guidelines to support other researchers setting-up a living laboratory study with older adults to explore technology’s potential to motivate behavior change.
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Introduction

The benefits of physical activity are well recognized. According to Bauman et al. (2016), physical activity can not only reduce the risk of chronic disease among older adults but also reverse symptoms of frailty, by, e.g., making physical activity instrumental to fall prevention (Bangsbo et al., 2019; Bauman, Merom, Bull, Buchner, & Singh, 2016; Chodzko-Zajko, Schwingel, & Park, 2009; Lopez et al., 2018). Most importantly, physical activity supports older adult’s independence and overall quality of life.

The domain of behavior change (BC) focuses on understanding and facilitating the process of changing habits; from current behavior patterns to the adoption of new target behaviors. Personalized BC strategies can be implemented to spark, facilitate or support the process of adopting new habits. Technologies, such as wearable activity trackers and smart phones, have the potential to offer personalized BC solutions to motivate sedentary people to live more actively (Al Ayubi, Parmanto, Branch, & Ding, 2014; Mitzner et al., 2010; Valenzuela et al., 2018). Research into BC strategies can support a better understanding of how we can take advantage of these new technologies to motivate older adults who could benefit from increased physical activity to adopt a more active lifestyle. However, BC is a dynamic process which is susceptible to changes in time and place or context and thus challenging to investigate without an appropriate approach. Living Laboratories (labs) are valuable methods for in-context research and vital to investigate BC strategies (Eriksson, Niitamo, Oyj, & Kulkki, 2005; Wu, 2018).
Though it is clear that older adults have much to gain from the development of technologies which motivate BC towards a more active lifestyle, there is an important sub-group of older adults who are barred from participating in the necessary in-context research due to their relatively low level of technology acceptance (Anderson, Perrin, Smith, & Page, 2017; EuroStat, 2019). It is important to enable this group of people to participate in the development of personalized BC solutions not only because they offer a unique perspective but also because excluding them from development of these solutions will likely also exclude them from the benefit of these solutions and missing out on the support they need to attain more active, healthy, independent and happy lives. Therefore, researchers should be aware of specific considerations to involve older adults in the living lab research process (Eisma et al., 2004), necessary to investigate how to use BC strategies to support active living.

Initially, our aim was to conduct an in-context investigation, using mobile technologies to compare the effectiveness of two different BC strategies. Though this initial plan yielded interesting results, we found that the setup and execution of this research resulted in insights which would be useful to share with members of the community interested in conducting similar investigations. In this paper, we report on our study design, setup and execution in order to share how we were able to address barriers to technology acceptance and facilitate an inclusive study to compare BC strategies. To this end, we will present some guidelines to set up a platform to design BC studies for older adults in a living lab context. With knowledge gathered on this topic from various areas of literature, we tailored an existing Product Service System (PSS) to enable BC research in a living lab context with older adult participants. This PSS was implemented to do a research study comparing motivational strategies. A reflection on our implementation of this PSS suggested that a PSS approach to a living lab research study design has potential to overcome the barriers preventing older adults from participating in such researches. The purpose of this paper is to share our reflections on our process to provide inspiration to other practitioners who aim to conduct related studies.

Related Work

To best position our contribution in this paper, we will discuss certain areas of related work pertaining to the advantages of using a living lab research method for behavior change research, technology acceptance as a barrier many older adults face to participate in these living lab studies and a review of the guidelines other authors suggest for addressing this topic.

Research toward the development of behavior change solutions

Behavior change (BC) is a dynamic process describing the adoption of new habits and routines sometimes in the place of old ones. Due to the dynamic nature of this process it is important to conduct research about BC in the context of use of the intervention. Often the behaviors in question cannot be simulated in a lab environment and nor could the complex web of naturally occurring facilitators and barriers to adoption of the new behaviors. Thus, in-context BC research into how to motivate older adults to live healthy and active lives has become increasingly important, however there are few examples of this kind. Authors Wu Munteanu, 2018, write about a study they did in which they co-created and then field tested a fall risk assessment belt with older adults (Wu & Munteanu, 2018). However, they report that their five study participants were chosen on convenience and likely do not represent a good cross-section of the very diverse older adult population as all of them had either high or medium familiarity with mobile devices (Wu & Munteanu, 2018). The use of a living lab in BC research is accepted as a valuable method for the necessary in-context research. The advantage to living lab investigations is that living labs can offer a more realistic view of how an intervention will be used (and possibly misused) in the user’s regular day to day context (Hopfgartner et al., 2014). In “Benchmarking News Recommendations in a Living Lab” author Hopfgartner et al. found living lab studies and studies conducted in a laboratory setting had different outcomes. This paper supports the view that living labs can offer a more realistic view of how an intervention will be used in the user’s regular day-to-day context. In Hopfgartner’s discussion speaks to the “various issues” that need to be addressed in order to do living lab research (Hopfgartner, et al., 2014). The limited examples of studies which do follow up co-design of new technologies with implementation and field testing, might not address but rather avoid barriers like lack of technology acceptance among older adult participants.
**Barriers to research engagement**

The increased availability of smart phones and wearable activity trackers pose intriguing new opportunities for personal health monitoring. In a systematic review of 26 articles about the viability of smartphone use for measuring and influencing physical activity, Bort-Roig et al. found that though these articles reported generally positive accuracy measurements, novel diversity and users’ impression of usability, illustrate the potential wearable technologies have to promote physical activity (Bort-Roig, Gilson, Puig-Ribera, Contreras, & Trost, 2014). Vollmer Dahlke and Ory report that mobile applications have already been used for a variety of kinds of health promotion goals including increasing physical activity, to show that mobile technology for health promotion has the potential to be embraced by older adults, however the authors express the need for a better understanding of usability, accessibility, perceived benefit, and relevance to the older adult individuals specific socio-demographics (Vollmer Dahlke & Ory, 2016). Though, mobile health applications already show potential to support healthy and active ageing, more research is required to adapt these developing technologies to make them appropriate to address the needs of older adults (Helbostad et al., 2017). It is clear that mobile technology’s propensity to support BC toward increased physical activity is worth investigating. Moreover, in order to take full advantage of this potential more research needs to be conducted into how we can develop technological solutions, which address the older adult end user in valuable ways.

Despite the clear potential technology offers, there are still barriers to technology acceptance to address. The older adult population is comprised of highly diverse individuals, but there are some important factors that present barriers to a subgroup of older adults preventing them from engaging in design research, which should not go unnoticed nor unaddressed. In particular, the barriers to technology acceptance many older adults experience, present barriers to research engagement (K. Chen & Chan, 2011; Mitzner et al., 2010; Valenzuela et al., 2018). While 93% of Europeans aged 25 to 54 reported having used the internet in the last three months, for people aged 55 to 64 this was 73% and for people aged 65 to 74 this percentage was even lower; 52% (EuroStat, 2018). Besides a lack of experience with technologies many new technologies do not adequately consider the mental and physical challenges some older adults may face when using this technology, such as decreased dexterity or lack of procedural knowledge (Holzinger, Searle, & Nischelwitzer, 2007; Vollmer Dahlke & Ory, 2016). It can be challenging to engage older adults who have limited experience with digital devices to join research studies centered around exploring technology’s potential (Eisma et al., 2004; Kopec, Nielek, & Wierzbicki, 2018). Though co-designing technological interventions, and in context testing, can support technology acceptance among older adults, barriers exist preventing researchers from taking advantage of these valuable research methods (Binda, Wang, & Carroll, 2018; Eisma et al., 2004; Harrington, Wilcox, Rogers, & Connelly, 2018; Holroyd-leduc et al., 2016).

It is vital to overcome the barriers to technology acceptance in order to make research of technologies to support BC more inclusive, because exclusion from development results in exclusion from these projected benefits. The important challenge which needs to be addressed is; how can we enable older adults with low technology acceptance to engage in research about technologies potential to support BC?

**Review of existing guidelines**

Experienced authors have already contributed to the body of knowledge of how to set up design research with older adults. Holroyd-Leduc, et al. reported on six points to consider when designing a research study to include older adults with frailty (Holroyd-leduc et al., 2016) while Eisma et al. 2004, provided a more extensive list of recommendations including advice on different methods to obtain information (Eisma et al., 2004). Though it was not our purpose to conduct a literary review, below we share guidelines from some other authors who’s work and recommendations inspired our research setup for this investigation.

List of guidelines, which inspired our approach:

- Researchers should be in practical arrangements, adaptable during workshops in accordance with user needs and open to new ways to perceive, define and think about ageing (Binda et al., 2018; Holroyd-Leduc et al., 2016; Malmborg, Werner, Grönvall, Messeter, & Raben, 2015)
- Researcher should consider the participants specific needs including, but not limited to, impaired visibility (Binda et al., 2018; Holroyd-Leduc et al., 2016)
• Take the time to facilitate use of technology in context, to understand and respect every day practices, which ad hoc infrastructures constitute a community and what tools can be used in the co-design sessions (Harrington et al., 2018; Malmberg et al., 2015)
• Consider education or training of care providers and researchers on engagement practices (Holroyd-leduc et al., 2016)
• Leverage experience with technology even if gained prior to study (Harrington et al., 2018)
• There may be a need to incentivize participation (Holroyd-leduc et al., 2016)
• Actively engage the older adult participants by breaking the ice, playing games, doing workshops, and find ways to facilitate participants to actively engage with each other (Binda et al., 2018; Harrington et al., 2018)

This body of knowledge describes how to interact with participants and stakeholders during the test, yet provides little clarity on how to design the setup of in-context study of technology intervention toward BC.

In this paper, we describe how we facilitated in-context research to enable older adults with limited technology acceptance overcome barriers to research participation. The purpose of sharing our experiences is to enter the conversation on how to design meaningful products and services which motivate the increased physical activity, with and for older adults.

**Initial Study Setup: In-context research to compare BC strategies**

In the REACH Horizon 2020 project case, we aimed to conduct a random control trial to evaluate the effects of two different persuasive strategies on BC through a mobile application with older adults. For this investigation we planned to make two very similar mobile applications one of which would use the BC strategy self-reflection and the other application would use social reflection (these participants would work together with one partnering participant towards a common activity goal). As seen in figure 1, we allowed for a four-week baseline to allow participants to get used to the activity tracker and the smart phone. In workshop two we introduced the intervention applications. After workshop two participants were asked to use the mobile application throughout a period of 5 weeks in their natural home context. In total, 65 older adult participants were recruited via a local senior community center and onboarded in workshop one (figure 1). Of the 58 participants who finished the entire trial period, 43 were female and 15 were male and together their average age was 72.47 and the median age was 73.

![Figure 1. Simple outline of In-context research to compare BC strategies study](image)

Setting up valuable research of this kind requires overcoming barriers to technology so that the interventions in question are acceptable for use to the participants, and collaboration between the stakeholders involved in this context. We aimed to design a study to engage older adults with limited technology acceptance with in-context BC research. First, we needed to develop the two intervention applications in such a way that these...
were appropriate and usable for participants with limited expertise with technology. Next, we needed to find ways to deliver on-going facilitation to support the in-context use of the intervention applications over the course of study duration.

Results

The resulting study design aimed to engage older adults with limited technology acceptance with in-context BC research. We overcame barriers to technology in part by re-designing existing test applications through a co-design study with a panel of older adult participants. In order to compare the intervention application in-context we set up a living lab with a local senior community activity center. To deliver on-going facilitation throughout the duration of the study it was necessary for us to take a Product Service System (PSS) approach to the set up and execution of this research study. We used Lee and Kim’s, 2010, modified service blueprint to consider the following important aspects of our PSS approach:

- **Product and service elements layer** refers to the elements that participants interacted with during the entire research study period.
- **Service receiver study participant layer** refers to activities that the participants undertook during the entire research study period.
- **Function interactions layer** refers to the activities that the design researchers conducted to create the activities of the participants.
- **Onstage service provider activities layer** refers to the activities that the living lab volunteers performed to support the on-going research study such as recruiting participating and technological support.
- **Backstage service provider activity layer** refers to the activities performed by design researchers in supporting the execution of the research study.
- **Support processes layer** refer to the data storage and management process in the background to support the execution of the research study.

Figure 2 shows how the resulted product service system platform for design research study. In the following, the detailed results per layer are discussed.
Functions Interactions layer

In this study, the function interactions can be seen as the main activities of the researchers in creating activities for the participants. It consists of four main activities: Co-design, on-boarding, teach how to use the intervention applications and de-briefing. These activities are explained in detail below.

Co-design

Before the intervention application could be introduced to all the study participants, researchers collaborated with a focus group of five older adults with various degrees of experience with technology to re-design a test application through co-design process, refer to figure 2, C. It has been shown that co-designing mobile application with older adults has the potential to yield ideas that are creative and perceived as useful (Davidson & Jensen, 2013). In addition, Valk et al. (2018) has shown that end-user participating in the design process can contribute to technology acceptance (Valk, Lu, Randriambelonoro, & Jessen, 2018). This process provided researchers with a better understanding of the accessibility and usability of the technological probes used in this study and to ensure participants had a voice in the design/decision process for this research study. Figure 3 shows some results of the co-design session. This co-design study resulted in the design of the intervention applications used in this investigation, shown in figure 4.

Figure 3. Some results from the application re-design session
On-boarding and introduction to technology

For this living lab study, in addition to regular on-boarding, participants were given a workshop to introduce them to all of the technological elements used in this investigation. In this workshop, researchers guided participants through all the necessary interaction steps of the study’s baseline period using the study’s custom manual. This thorough introduction was important to make the research inclusive for those with no or very limited prior knowledge on smartphone technology.

Teach how to use the application

To prevent overwhelming participants who might have limited experience with technology, participants were introduced to the intervention application after the baseline period of the test was done. During this informative session participants received the second chapter of the study specific visual manual and walked through all the functions of the application.

De-brief

During the De-brief session, participants were surprised with a little token of thanks, and a sneak-peek into preliminary findings made possible by the real time monitoring of the research dashboard. While this session allowed participants to provide useful feedback to researchers which will improve future studies. Most importantly, it was a moment for our research team to express their gratitude to participants and reiterate the importance of their contribution.

Service receiver activity layer

In this PSS the service receivers were the older adult participants of this living lab research study. Older adult participants were all community dwelling members of a local senior community center. It was advertised that prior experience with a smart phone was not a pre-requisite to participation, in order to recruit participants with various levels of technology acceptance.

Product and service elements layer

We used several different product and service elements to support the functions of this PSS.

Paper products

Paper prototyping tools were used during the co-design workshop, to prevent any barriers participating end-users may face using digital prototyping tools from hampering their input. In addition, a detailed visual manual was created, and provided in print, specifically for each condition in this study to support participants who had limited experience with technology. This manual was provided to each participant together with a letter detailing actions required during this study. The letter was included because we acknowledge that many participants might want to talk about their participation with friends and family, and this might facilitate these conversations.
**Hardware elements**

The product and service elements we used for this research study included an off-the-shelf phone, Mi A1, an off-the-shelf wearable activity tracker, Fitbit Flex2, and we tailored an existing probe to test motivational strategies by researchers from École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (Y. Chen & Pu, 2014), figure 2, A. We redesigned this mobile application, through a co-design session with older adults, figure 2, C. While developers implemented changes suggested by the analysis of the results of the co-design re-design session, other members of the research team created detailed visual manuals for the phone and wearable tracker, inspired by the co-design session.

**Onstage service provider activity layer**

Existing close positive relationships with a senior community center also partnering in the REACH consortium allowed us to delegate most of the recruitment for the larger study, though researchers did provide flyers clearly explaining the goal of the research, and the expected commitment for participation, figure 2, D.

During the participant on-boarding process, the research team created an open and inviting atmosphere. They explained the study protocol, aim and various privacy security measures that were taken. Researchers often reminded participants of why their contributions are so valuable and worked to show participants their appreciation, by thanking them for their feedback at the end of every session, sharing preliminary insights during a debrief meeting and giving them a small gift as a token of appreciation at the end of the study. We feel the open atmosphere is key to allowing participants to feel comfortable enough to openly share their feedback with us.

**Backstage service provider activity layer**

Before testing researchers re-designed and then prototyped an intervention application for testing BC strategies to make this application useable for older adult users through a co-design process. Researchers used a custom developed research dashboard for real-time insight into incoming participant data, figure 2, E. Time was set aside by members of the research team to check the incoming data and reach out to participants who seemed not to be transmitting data regularly. In addition, there was an on-call researcher who participants could call or email if they had questions about the study or use of any of the technologies provided by the research team. If, during these monitoring sessions, we noticed that there was little or no data coming in from a particular participant that participant would be contacted by phone. Usually, any problems could be solved by trouble shooting over the phone but sometimes an in-person meeting was planned to assist participants. This real-time monitoring was instrumental in preventing data loss as many participants needed to be called and helped with relatively simple things such as re-opening the background applications which transmit the physical activity data collection.

**Support processes layer**

A background application collected data from the wearable activity tracker in real-time and stored it on a protected server at the Eindhoven University of Technology. Other data from questionnaires provided to the participants was also kept on this protected server, allowing the research dashboard to generate visualization by drawing information from both data sets. The analysis of this data is still ongoing and will be the subject matter of a different paper. In this paper however, we can recommend the use of software which allows researchers to integrate data of different kinds, such as open access weather information, questionnaire data, measured activity data etc. This insight into on-going data collection can be especially valuable to gain insight into the dynamic process of BC in a living lab.

**Analysis**

From the use of the PSS described above we can draw some early conclusions about how taking a PSS approach to a living lab investigation increases older adult engagement in important in-context research about BC toward a more active lifestyle. This promising increase in engagement is evident in how this study supported technology acceptance, this study’s low dropout rate and anecdotes collected by the research team.
In order to support participation, it was necessary to address the barriers to technology acceptance older adults face. In order to do so, the PSS described above, initially called for a co-design session to re-design the intervention application and provided means of on-going technology support. Throughout this investigation, participant’s self-reported confidence with mobile smart phone technology improved. Of the 48 participants who responded to this item on all questionnaires, 18.6% responded that they felt “very confident” about smart phone use to the onboarding questionnaire, while by the debriefing session this percentage had risen to 30.6%.

In addition to the increase in self-reported confidence about technology use, participants showed engagement through their use of the intervention technology presented during this research. Out of the 58 people who participated in this investigation 55 used the messaging (in the social reflection application) or personal log (in the self-reflection application) functions to send messages. Overall a total of 896 messages were sent over the 5 weeks in which the intervention applications were deployed.

Supporting technology acceptance and confidence in smart-phone-use in our method, seemed to lead to increased engagement as we enjoyed a relatively low participant dropout rate during this 9-week study. In this study, the participant drop-out rate from on-boarding till the de-brief session was 11.5%. Other sources describing physical activity promoting research studies with older adults cite drop-out rate between 6 - 36% (Schmidt, Gruman, King, & Wolfson, 2000). Though some drop out do to unforeseen or medical reasons in nearly unavoidable, this relatively low participant dropout rate and the overall willingness of participants to continue to participate in the study points to a relatively high level of participant engagement.

Throughout this investigation, participants made ample use of the ‘on-call’ technology support our team provided. To the researchers this illustrated that participants were concerned with making sure all their devices worked. Participants who reached out for technology support wanted help so they would be able to use the intervention application again. One participant who was unable to fix their problem with guidance over the phone, immediately came over to the university for an in-person meeting, because they did not want to make an appointment and wait to meet the researchers at the senior community center. This showed great motivation to want to take part in the study. At the end of the trial some participants asked if they could download the application and if the hardware was for sale, indicating an interest for continued use. Some participants mentioned talking about their physical activity information displayed in the intervention application and on at least one occasion, participants arranged to meet each other outside of the planned workshops, specially to look at the application together. In this case one participant who was more experienced with technology, took the time to explain it to another participant how the provided mobile devices worked. This anecdotal evidence combined with this study’s low participant dropout rate and the indication toward increased technology acceptance, suggest that participants felt engaged in the living lab research about BC strategies.

**Discussion and Reflections**

Our living lab research study addresses all of the concerns Hopfgartner et al. mention in their “Benchmarking News Recommendations in a Living Lab”, through our implementation of the PSS. Hopfgartner et al., support living labs as a good approach to the evaluation of a product or service, while we use the living lab as a test bed to investigate BC strategies and to develop technologies potential. A living lab is a valuable method however, it is not adequate to overcome the barriers to technology, nor address the needs of older adults with limited technology acceptance.

Though previous work has shown the merits of co-design, living labs, and even presented guidelines for research with older adults, rarely have these domains converged as we propose here. While Liedtke et al. advocate a living lab approach to test product services systems (Liedtke et al., 2015) we advocate a product service system approach to enable living lab research to test BC strategies. Davidson and Jensen, 2013, provide an example of how we can co-design digital interfaces with older adults, yet did not report on developing the proposed ideas into working applications and then testing them in a living lab setting. In their suggestion for future work, they suggest taking the experiment further to the development of the applications (Davidson & Jensen, 2013), as our PSS approach has allowed us to do here. Implementing the above-described PSS approach to the setup of living lab design research can provide the necessary support to older adult participants, by providing means of on-going engagement.
The benefit of our PSS is that it has allowed our research team to consider the user experience of being a participant in living lab research. In the past, the use of PSS have been limited to either user testing a PSS (Liedtke et al., 2015) or describing PSS development methodology for business (MOON, OH, KIM, & HWANG, 2013). Here we advocate for the use of PSS approach to design research.

While our research is still on-going, our reflections on this work so far have yielded guidelines we would like to share:

1) Use a Product Service System approach to set up living lab research
2) Foster relationships to build a living lab community
3) Communicate intentions and expectations ahead of time
4) Co-design necessary interfaces and interventions
5) Show appreciation for their contribution
6) Use best practice policies to ensure privacy and data security
7) Offer tech support
8) Take your time: allow time for questions and for people to get used to the new technologies
9) Facilitate continuous data monitoring
10) Share your findings

Though the preliminary evidence presented here is not conclusive, using the product service approach to create living lab environments for in-context behavior change research shows promise to increase engagement, as indicated by the relatively low participant dropouts and potential to overcome, at least in part, barriers to technology, as demonstrated by this increase in confidence with mobile devices.

Conclusion

In this paper, we describe the PSS we created to overcome barriers older adults face to participating in living lab research for behavior change. A PSS approach to design research allows us to build on the knowledge from many different research domains which has clear benefits for the research team and participants alike. The PSS we designed enables researchers to engage older adults in living lab research about how technology can support behavior change towards a more active lifestyle, by delivering on-going support to the participants beyond the workshop moments and throughout the several weeks of the study. In our PSS concept, detailed in figure 2, we built on existing guidelines for engaging older adults in research. Like Harrington et al. 2018, we made sure to provide users with relatively limited experience with mobile technologies time to use and get used to the new devices (Harrington et al., 2018). We continued to build a close working relationship with the older adult organization where we conducted our living lab study, in line with the guidelines provided by Eisma et al. (2004) (Eisma et al., 2004). Marin-Hammond et al. (2018) also suggests working with relevant organizations to recruit participants (Martin-Hammond, Vemireddy, & Rao, 2018). The service provider is an important partner and expert in facilitating this necessary living lab research. Therefore, we would like to encourage other design researchers to follow up the PSS idea by teaming up with expertise outside design field to engage and empower older adults to contribute to behavior change research in living labs.

The purpose of this paper is to share our reflections on our process to provide inspiration to other practitioners who aim to conduct related studies. With this contribution we hope to build a more inclusive research environment to include members of more difficult to access communities toward a better understanding of behavior change strategies.
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